
Tribal History / Shared History
Train-the-Trainer Event

December 12, 2019 
Western Oregon University

While we wait to begin, please take a moment 

to introduce yourself at your table and start 

completing your networking card for a chance 

to win a prize later in the day!



Welcome!

We will be starting today’s training with an 
invocation and blessing. 

Please welcome Jon George, Tribal Council 
Member with the Confederated Tribes of 
Grand Ronde



Introductions

Facilitators: 

April Campbell, Oregon Department of Education

Shadiin Garcia, PhD, Educator Advancement Council

Mercedes Jones, Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde

Trinity Minahan, Oregon Department of Education

Sarah Pierce, Education Northwest 

Leilani Sabzalian, PhD, University of Oregon 



AGENDA
AM:
Brent Spencer – SB 13 from a Tribal perspective 
Louise White, Yup’ik Tribal Elder
April Campbell – SB 13 Background/EU Process & Activity
Sarah Pierce – Lesson Plan Overview & Practice 
Trinity Minahan – Educator Toolkit Overview & Practice 
Leilani Sabzalian, PhD – Critical Orientations for Indigenous Studies Curriculum 
(The 6 P’s) & Practice 
PM:
Ed Edmo, Storytelling 
Mercedes Jones, Lesson Modeling Activity
Shadiin Garcia, PhD – Lesson Plan Activity and Curriculum Discourse 
Analysis/Framing Questions
April Campbell - Closing



Train-the-Trainer Objectives 

1. Have participants come away with the ability to teach, train and be a source 
of support, knowledge, and advocacy within their school/district for SB 13 
Tribal History/Shared History (LEARN/REFLECT/PRACTICE)

2. Provide background on SB 13 (the what and the why – where it came from, etc.)

3. Overview of Critical Orientations for Indigenous Studies Curriculum (The 6 P’s)

4. Create awareness of the Educator Toolkit and ODE Website Resources

5. Understand the what and why of the lesson format in the curriculum

6. Become familiar with the Essential Understandings Process/Document

7. Introduce final version lessons of the curriculum through lesson modeling and 
activities, allow for discussion and discourse of the curriculum

8. Create a Tribal History/Shared History community and network of support (online or 
other) for educators 



Approach to training for the day (Learn, 
Reflect, and Practice)

Presentation followed by:

Practice!: A time to put into words and practice 
sharing/teaching what you’ve learned. Also a time to 
consider the following:

Positionality: How does your positionality impact your 
approach to PD. Think about your strengths and how 
you can ground your approach in your lived and 
learned experiences.

Facilitative Strategy: What protocols, strategies, or 
methods will you to facilitate learning (e.g., discussion 
protocol, ppt, via story, via handouts, know your 
audience).



►Create a respectful space for 
discussion/collaborative conversation 

►Please be patient and 
understanding. We are all in this 
learning process together.

►Index cards are available on tables 
for questions/comments 



Brent Spencer, Confederated Tribes of 
the Umatilla Indian Reservation 

Photos courtesy of CTUIR 

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.npaihb.org%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2016%2F02%2Fmembertribe-confederatedumatilla.jpg&imgrefurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.npaihb.org%2Fmember-tribes%2Fconfederated-tribes-of-the-umatilla-indian-reservation%2F&docid=-KD_Gd4Sjp9WNM&tbnid=1hhRhzFpjCI71M%3A&vet=10ahUKEwjNsMLwpLziAhUjl1QKHZIqDTQQMwhFKAcwBw..i&w=150&h=100&bih=655&biw=1366&q=confederated%20tribes%20of%20umatilla%20indian%20reservation&ved=0ahUKEwjNsMLwpLziAhUjl1QKHZIqDTQQMwhFKAcwBw&iact=mrc&uact=8


Louise White - Yup’ik Tribal Elder 

SB 13 Video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7JKpIH0-5ro



Senate Bill 13 Background -
April Campbell, ODE 

● Senate Bill 13 passed 2017 (signed into law Aug)
● Feb 2018, hired Education NW to begin 

developing lesson plans
● May 2018, the Essential Understanding Advisory 

Committee was created
● June 2019, final draft of EU document
● Summer 2019, training conducted on EU’s and 

draft lessons
● January 2020, implementation



Partnerships



Process

Phase 1
• ODE: Essential Understandings & 45 unit plans

• Oregon’s 9 Tribes: Local context unit plans

Phase 2 • Professional Development

Phase 3 • Implementation



Lesson Plan(s)
50,000 Foot level:
• Essential Understandings 
• 45 lesson plans

5 Foot Level:
• Tribal Context – place-based



Essential Understandings Process

The Oregon Department of Education partnered with the federally recognized 
tribes in Oregon to develop the Essential Understandings of Oregon Indians. 
This document has been a collection of heart, expertise, and knowledge. 
These concepts will support educators as they teach essential knowledge 
which tribes wish to share with educators, students and youth. The Oregon 
Department of Education hired Education Northwest to assist in the 
facilitation of developing the Essential Understandings and create lesson plans 
for 4th, 8th, and 10th grades. 

Partnering with our 9 tribal governments to develop the essential 
understandings began in May 2018; and in June 2019, tribal representatives 
agreed to bring these essential understandings to tribal leadership for final 
approval. The Essential Understandings will continue to inform the creation 
of additional lesson plans and replace decades of inaccurate stereotypical 
teaching of American Indians in classrooms across Oregon. 



Overview

Essential Understandings



Essential Understandings of Native Americans in Oregon



Making Meaning

In pairs, review/present your Making Meaning homework 
worksheet to each other. Then type your “tweet” by 

following the instructions on the Padlet Instructions page. 



Example: Since Time Immemorial

Your Definition:

Since Time Immemorial means there are Indigenous Nations who originated from here and whose 
descendants continue to be here. 

Your “Tweet”: 

Indigenous people have been in a relationship with the land and water since forever. 

Key 
Words:

Existed
Coast, 
valleys, 
plateaus, 
basins
Relationship 
continuous

Context:

People never 
acknowledge this land 
had communities 
living prior to the 
Mayflower; this 
remind people of the 
truth

Questions:
What are examples of Oral Traditions?

Misunderstandings:
People think the Bering Strait Theory is true.

Examples:
There are at least nine nations who have been here before any one 
else has ever been.



Practice! Outcomes:

➤Educators become familiar with the what and why of SB 13, 

employ critical thinking skills, practice articulating and develop a 

schema of the Essential Understandings of Native Americans in 

Oregon. Discuss and compare misunderstandings, questions, 

key words, definition and tweet with other members of 

table/group. 

Practice! Define the key elements of the EU’s and how to clarify 

and correct possible misconceptions.

Positionality: How might this learning be organized to be ensured 

of high understanding and application even in truncated time?

Facilitative Strategy: What protocols, strategies, or methods will 

you use to facilitate learning and application of the EU’s in the 

learning environments.





Sarah Pierce, Education Northwest

Lesson Plan 
Overview











Stage 1: Oregon Department of 
Education lessons

▪ 45 lessons aligned to 

Grade level standards 

▪ 15 each in Grades 4, 8 

and 10

★Cross Curricular
○ Social Studies
○ English Language Arts
○ Science
○ Math
○ Health









➤ Practice! Identify the elements of the lesson plan 

format that are designed to support educators own   

growth and instruction ( EUs, academic standards 

and expectations, explicit and implicit instruction, 

script) What will be most beneficial for some of 

your colleagues?

Outcomes:

➤Educators familiarize themselves with the format 

of the lessons and understand why and how to use 

them effectively.

Practice! Outcomes:



BREAK

Cultural items and Indigenous 

educational materials/resources are 

available for viewing at the display 

tables.



Educator Toolkit/
Website Resources

What and Why 



►One page connect sheet that shows everything
►Introductory Letter
►Approaches in Indigenous Education
►Critical Orientations for Indigenous Studies Curriculum (The 6 P’s)
►Native American Resource List & Youth Reading List
►SB 13 General Overview/Talking points
►SB 13 flyer
►FAQ SB 13 information
►Pre-Assessment
►Essential Understandings of Native Americans in Oregon

EDUCATOR TOOLKIT



One Page Connect Sheet



Introductory Letter 



Approaches in Indigenous 
Education 



SB 13 General 
Overview/Talking Points



SB 13 FLYER



SB 13 Frequently Asked 
Questions 



Resource List 



Youth Reading List 



Critical Orientations for 
Indigenous Studies Curriculum 
(The 6 P’s) 



Pre-Assessment



ODE Tribal History/Shared History
Webpage

► Implementation
► Professional Development
► Past and Upcoming Events
► Lesson Plans (ODE and place based lesson plans from 
the nine federally-recognized tribes in Oregon) 
► Indian Education Resources (Tribal websites, 
Native American Education Pedagogy Websites, etc.)



Educator Toolkit/Website Resources

Practice!



Practice! Outcomes:

Practice! Educator Toolkit Review 

Worksheet

Outcomes:

➤Educators become aware of resources 

available to them and begin to think about 

how they may utilize them for their own 

Indigenous knowledge growth and embed 

within the Tribal History/Shared History 

curriculum in their 

classroom/school/district.



Critical Orientations for 
Indigenous Studies Curriculum

Leilani Sabzalian, PhD, 
Assistant Professor, Indigenous Studies in Education 

University of Oregon 



Critical Orientations (6 P’s)

PLACE

Acknowledge 
Indigenous 

homelands where 
you teach

PRESENCE

Focus on the  
presence and 

diversity of 
Indigenous 

peoples today

PERSPECTIVES

Incorporate 
Indigenous 

perspectives into 
the curriculum

POLITICAL 
NATIONHOOD

Emphasize the 
political 

nationhood, 
sovereignty, and 

citizenship of 
Indigenous 

peoples

POWER

Challenge power 
dynamics within 

curricula and 
affirm Indigenous 
power and agency 

PARTNERSHIP
S

Relationships 
matter in this 

work. 
Cultivate 

partnerships 
that are  

purposeful and 
reciprocal

These orientations offer a lens through which to 

challenge and complement existing curriculum



PLACE

Locally responsive 

curriculum 

acknowledges the 

Indigenous peoples 

and homelands of that 

place, and anchors 

curriculum around the 

strengths of those 

communities and the  

issues they face 



PRESENCE

Emphasize the presence and diversity of Indigenous 

peoples today and teach about current events and 

issues that are important to Native communities

John Herrington, 
Chickasaw Nation, 

Astronaut

Deb Haaland, 
Laguna Pueblo, 

Congresswoman

Susan Shown Harjo, 
Cheyenne & Hodulgee Muscogee, 

Writer & Advocate



PERSPECTIVES

Incorporate Indigenous 

perspectives to 

challenge dominant 

narratives in curriculum 

that are rooted in 

Eurocentrism (e.g., 

“exploration,” 

“discovery,” 

“expansion), and to 

support students in 

learning from (rather 

than only about) 

Indigenous peoples

Karenne Wood, poet and citizen of Monacan Indian Nation, from 
“Enough Good People: Reflections on Tribal Involvement and Inter-
Cultural Collaboration 2003-2006,” Circle of Tribal Advisors and Lewis 
& Clark Bicentennial



POLITICAL NATIONHOOD

The relationship between 

tribal nations and the 

federal/state government is 

a political relationship

Teaching about tribal 

governments, leaders, 

flags, treaties, laws, etc. is 

one way to emphasize that 

tribal nations are nations, 

(distinct from racial/ethnic 

groups or communities)



POWER

Challenge power 

dynamics like racism and 

colonialism that often 

surface in curriculum

Emphasize Indigenous 

power by highlighting 

Indigenous creativity, 

agency, changemakers, 

and social movements 

Image Credits: Overpass Light Brigade



PARTNERSHIPS

Cultivate meaningful 

parternships that are 

purposeful

Work to develop long-

term relationships with 

local or nearby programs, 

organizations, or nations 

that are mutually 

beneficial (i.e., respectful 

and reciprocal)

Tribal 
education 

departments

Native 
organizations

Indian 
education 
programs

Schools



IMPLICATIONS AND IDEAS



1. Do you know what year the Yakama Nation 
Treaty was signed and who was the main signer?

2. Do you know how many tribes and bands signed 

the Yakama treaty?

3. Do we have a flag?

4. Who the current executive chairman of the 

Yakama Nation?

5. Are there two branches of government for the 

Yakama Nation?

6. How many elected positions are there?

7. What is the formal name of this nation?

8. When do the Yakama elections occur and who 

can vote?

IMPLICATIONS AND IDEAS



“Father Serra helped convert 

thousands of American Indians to 

Christianity…Many Indians died from 

overwork and diseases. But the 

missions kept going because of 

Father Serra's preaching and care.”

IMPLICATIONS AND IDEAS



PRACTICE!

GROUP WORK

Work together to 

generate ways in 

which the 

orientations can 

inform your 

philosophy and 

practice as 

educators. 

Schools



LUNCH

Cultural items and Indigenous educational 

materials/resources are available for 

viewing at the display tables.



Ed Edmo, Storyteller
(video)



Lesson Modeling Activity

Mercedes Jones, Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde 
Education Division



Requesting a Guest 
Speaker Protocol

Do-
● Contact the tribal headquarters 

(education or culture dept.) or 
satellite office closest to you.

● Ask permission in a humble, 
respectful manner to share a 
traditonal story.

● Reach out to Title VI program/Indian 
Ed Coordinator in your district (if 
available) for assistance.

● Understand there may not always 
be someone available to come to 
your class.

● Understand there are certain times 
of year that it is okay to tell stories.

● Offer/Provide a gift of appreciation.

Don’ts
● Request a storyteller a week before 

needed. Give ample notice.
● Demand a storyteller.
● Only ask for an Elder.
● Not teach a lesson because there isn’t a 

guest speaker available.



How Can I Prepare?

★ Background Info
★ Reread EU’s
★ Review the Vocabulary
★ Preview activities & materials



How did the 
storyteller engage the 
audience? 



Your Turn!







Ideas for stories
● Why the ocean is salty
● How a dog got its wag
● Why some birds 

migrate and not others
● Why bears hibernate
● How a certain land 

formation came to be
● Why the heart of a 

shrimp is located on 
it’s head

Ideas about important 
values

● Honesty
● Sharing
● Respect for Elders
● Perseverance
● Generosity
● Regard for the natural 

world



Lesson Plan Activity 

Shadiin Garcia, PhD, Educator 
Advancement Council



Closing
► Exit Slips
► Certificates/PDU’s
► Self-scoring rubric
► Plan for Implementation 
► Final Thoughts/Questions
► Network of support
Next SB 13 Tribal History/Shared History 
Professional Development Event: Feb. 20, 2020
Grand Ronde Education Summit - June 25 and 
26, 2020

Thank you for attending!



April Campbell: April.Campbell@ode.state.or.us

Shadiin Garcia, PhD: Shadiin.Garcia@ode.state.or.us

Mercedes Jones: Mercedes.Jones@grandronde.org

Trinity Minahan: Trinity.Minahan@ode.state.or.us

Sarah Pierce: Sarah.Pierce@educationnorthwest.org

Leilani Sabzalian, PhD: leilanis@uoregon.edu

Contact Information

mailto:April.Campbell@ode.state.or.us
mailto:Shadiin.Garcia@ode.state.or.us
mailto:Mercedes.Jones@grandronde.org
mailto:Trinity.Minahan@ode.state.or.us
mailto:Sarah.Pierce@educationnorthwest.org
mailto:leilanis@uoregon.edu
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	Social Studies
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	English Language Arts
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	Science
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	○
	Math
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	Health
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	➤
	➤
	➤
	➤
	Practice! 
	Identify the elements of the lesson plan 
	format that are designed to support educators own   
	growth and instruction ( EUs, academic standards 
	and expectations, explicit and implicit instruction, 
	script) What will be most beneficial for some of 
	your colleagues?

	Outcomes
	Outcomes
	Span
	:

	➤
	➤
	Educators familiarize themselves with the format 
	of the lessons and understand why and how to use 
	them effectively.


	Practice! Outcomes:
	Practice! Outcomes:
	Practice! Outcomes:



	BREAK
	BREAK
	BREAK
	BREAK


	Cultural items and Indigenous 
	Cultural items and Indigenous 
	Cultural items and Indigenous 
	educational materials/resources are 
	available for viewing at the display 
	tables.
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	Website Resources
	Website Resources


	What and Why 
	What and Why 
	What and Why 



	►
	►
	►
	►
	One page connect sheet that shows everything
	►
	Introductory Letter
	►
	Approaches in Indigenous Education
	►
	Critical Orientations for Indigenous Studies Curriculum (The 6 P’s)
	►
	Native American Resource List & Youth Reading List
	►
	SB 13 General Overview/Talking points
	►
	SB 13 flyer
	►
	FAQ SB 13 information
	►
	Pre
	-
	Assessment
	►
	Essential Understandings of Native Americans in Oregon
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	Approaches in Indigenous 
	Education 
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	SB 13 General 
	SB 13 General 
	SB 13 General 
	Overview/Talking Points
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	SB 13 FLYER
	SB 13 FLYER
	SB 13 FLYER
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	SB 13 Frequently Asked 
	SB 13 Frequently Asked 
	SB 13 Frequently Asked 
	Questions 
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	Resource List 
	Resource List 
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	Youth Reading List 
	Youth Reading List 
	Youth Reading List 
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	Critical Orientations for 
	Critical Orientations for 
	Critical Orientations for 
	Indigenous Studies Curriculum 
	(The 6 P’s) 
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	Assessment



	ODE Tribal History/Shared History
	ODE Tribal History/Shared History
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	ODE Tribal History/Shared History
	Webpage


	►
	►
	►
	Implementation

	►
	►
	Professional Development

	►
	►
	Past and Upcoming Events

	►
	►
	Lesson Plans (ODE and place based lesson plans from 
	the nine federally
	-
	recognized tribes in Oregon) 

	►
	►
	Indian Education Resources (Tribal websites, 

	Native American Education Pedagogy Websites, etc.)
	Native American Education Pedagogy Websites, etc.)
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	Practice!
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	Practice! Educator Toolkit Review 
	Practice! Educator Toolkit Review 
	Practice! Educator Toolkit Review 
	Worksheet

	Outcomes
	Outcomes
	Span
	:

	➤
	➤
	Educators become aware of resources 
	available to them and begin to think about 
	how they may utilize them for their own 
	Indigenous knowledge growth and embed 
	within the Tribal History/Shared History 
	curriculum in their 
	classroom/school/district.
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	Critical Orientations for 
	Critical Orientations for 
	Critical Orientations for 
	Indigenous Studies Curriculum
	Leilani Sabzalian, PhD, 

	Assistant Professor, Indigenous Studies in Education 
	Assistant Professor, Indigenous Studies in Education 

	University of Oregon 
	University of Oregon 
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	PLACE
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	Acknowledge 
	Acknowledge 
	Acknowledge 
	Indigenous 
	homelands where 
	you teach
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	PRESENCE
	PRESENCE
	PRESENCE
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	Focus on the  
	Focus on the  
	Focus on the  
	presence and 
	diversity of 
	Indigenous 
	peoples today
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	PERSPECTIVES
	PERSPECTIVES
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	Incorporate 
	Incorporate 
	Incorporate 
	Indigenous 
	perspectives into 
	the curriculum
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	POLITICAL 
	POLITICAL 
	NATIONHOOD
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	Emphasize the 
	Emphasize the 
	Emphasize the 
	political 
	nationhood, 
	sovereignty, and 
	citizenship of 
	Indigenous 
	peoples
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	POWER
	POWER
	POWER
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	Challenge power 
	Challenge power 
	Challenge power 
	dynamics within 
	curricula and 
	affirm Indigenous 
	power and agency 
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	Relationships 
	Relationships 
	Relationships 
	matter in this 
	work. 
	Cultivate 
	partnerships 
	that are  
	purposeful and 
	reciprocal


	These orientations offer a lens through which to 
	These orientations offer a lens through which to 
	These orientations offer a lens through which to 
	challenge
	and 
	complement
	existing curriculum
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	Locally responsive 
	Locally responsive 
	Locally responsive 
	curriculum 
	acknowledges the 
	Indigenous peoples 
	and homelands of that 
	place, and anchors 
	curriculum around the 
	strengths of those 
	communities and the  
	issues they face 
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	PRESENCE
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	Emphasize the presence and diversity of Indigenous 
	Emphasize the presence and diversity of Indigenous 
	Emphasize the presence and diversity of Indigenous 
	peoples today and teach about current events and 
	issues that are important to Native communities
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	John Herrington, 
	John Herrington, 
	John Herrington, 
	Chickasaw Nation, 
	Astronaut
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	Deb Haaland, 
	Deb Haaland, 
	Deb Haaland, 

	Laguna Pueblo, 
	Laguna Pueblo, 
	Congresswoman
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	Susan Shown Harjo, 
	Susan Shown Harjo, 
	Susan Shown Harjo, 

	Cheyenne & Hodulgee Muscogee, 
	Cheyenne & Hodulgee Muscogee, 

	Writer & Advocate
	Writer & Advocate
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	Incorporate Indigenous 
	Incorporate Indigenous 
	Incorporate Indigenous 
	perspectives to 
	challenge dominant 
	narratives in curriculum 
	that are rooted in 
	Eurocentrism (e.g., 
	“exploration,” 
	“discovery,” 
	“expansion), and to 
	support students in 
	learning 
	from 
	(rather 
	than only 
	about
	) 
	Indigenous peoples
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	Karenne Wood, poet and citizen of Monacan Indian Nation, from 
	Karenne Wood, poet and citizen of Monacan Indian Nation, from 
	Karenne Wood, poet and citizen of Monacan Indian Nation, from 
	“Enough Good People: Reflections on Tribal Involvement and Inter
	-
	Cultural Collaboration 2003
	-
	2006,” Circle of Tribal Advisors and Lewis 
	& Clark Bicentennial
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	POLITICAL NATIONHOOD


	The relationship between 
	The relationship between 
	The relationship between 
	tribal nations and the 
	federal/state government is 
	a 
	political 
	relationship

	Teaching about tribal 
	Teaching about tribal 
	governments, leaders, 
	flags, treaties, laws, etc. is 
	one way to emphasize that 
	tribal nations are 
	nations, 
	(distinct from racial/ethnic 
	groups or communities)
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	POWER
	POWER
	POWER
	POWER


	Challenge power 
	Challenge power 
	Challenge power 
	dynamics like racism and 
	colonialism that often 
	surface in curriculum

	Emphasize Indigenous 
	Emphasize Indigenous 
	power by highlighting 
	Indigenous creativity, 
	agency, changemakers, 
	and social movements 
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	Cultivate meaningful 
	Cultivate meaningful 
	Cultivate meaningful 
	parternships that are 
	purposeful

	Work to develop long
	Work to develop long
	-
	term relationships with 
	local or nearby programs, 
	organizations, or nations 
	that are mutually 
	beneficial (i.e., respectful 
	and reciprocal)
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	education 
	departments
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	1.
	1.
	1.
	1.
	1.
	Do you know what year the 
	Yakama Nation 
	Treaty
	was signed and who was the main signer?


	2.
	2.
	2.
	Do you know how many 
	tribes
	and 
	bands
	signed 
	the Yakama 
	treaty
	?


	3.
	3.
	3.
	Do we have a 
	flag
	?


	4.
	4.
	4.
	Who the current 
	executive
	chairman
	of the 
	Yakama Nation
	?


	5.
	5.
	5.
	Are there two 
	branches of government
	for the 
	Yakama Nation
	?


	6.
	6.
	6.
	How many 
	elected positions 
	are there?


	7.
	7.
	7.
	What is the formal name of this 
	nation
	?


	8.
	8.
	8.
	When do the Yakama 
	elections
	occur and who 
	can 
	vote
	?




	IMPLICATIONS AND IDEAS
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	“Father Serra helped convert 
	“Father Serra helped convert 
	“Father Serra helped convert 
	thousands of American Indians to 
	Christianity…Many Indians died from 
	overwork and diseases. But the 
	missions kept going because of 
	Father Serra's preaching and care.”
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	PRACTICE!
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	Work together to 
	Work together to 
	generate ways in 
	which the 
	orientations can 
	inform your 
	philosophy and 
	practice as 

	educators. 
	educators. 
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	LUNCH
	LUNCH
	LUNCH
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	Cultural items and Indigenous educational 
	Cultural items and Indigenous educational 
	Cultural items and Indigenous educational 
	materials/resources are available for 
	viewing at the display tables.
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	Ed Edmo, 
	Storyteller

	(video
	(video
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	Lesson Modeling Activity
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	Mercedes Jones, Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde 
	Mercedes Jones, Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde 
	Education Division



	Requesting a Guest 
	Requesting a Guest 
	Requesting a Guest 
	Requesting a Guest 
	Speaker Protocol


	Do
	Do
	Do
	-

	●
	●
	●
	●
	Contact the tribal headquarters 
	(education or culture dept.) or 
	satellite office closest to you.


	●
	●
	●
	Ask permission in a humble, 
	respectful manner to share a 
	traditonal story.


	●
	●
	●
	Reach out to Title VI program/Indian 
	Ed Coordinator in your district (if 
	available) for assistance.


	●
	●
	●
	Understand there may not always 
	be someone available to come to 
	your class.


	●
	●
	●
	Understand there are certain times 
	of year that it is okay to tell stories.


	●
	●
	●
	Offer/Provide a gift of appreciation.




	Don’ts
	Don’ts
	Don’ts

	●
	●
	●
	●
	Request a storyteller a week before 
	needed. Give ample notice.


	●
	●
	●
	Demand a storyteller.


	●
	●
	●
	Only ask for an Elder.


	●
	●
	●
	Not teach a lesson because there isn’t a 
	guest speaker available.
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	★
	★
	★
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	Background Info


	★
	★
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	Reread EU’s


	★
	★
	★
	Review the Vocabulary


	★
	★
	★
	Preview activities & materials





	How did the 
	How did the 
	How did the 
	How did the 
	storyteller engage the 
	audience? 
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	Ideas for stories
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	Ideas for stories

	●
	●
	●
	●
	Why the ocean is salty


	●
	●
	●
	How a dog got its wag


	●
	●
	●
	Why some birds 
	migrate and not others


	●
	●
	●
	Why bears hibernate


	●
	●
	●
	How a certain land 
	formation came to be


	●
	●
	●
	Why the heart of a 
	shrimp is located on 
	it’s head
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	Ideas about important 
	values

	●
	●
	●
	●
	Honesty


	●
	●
	●
	Sharing


	●
	●
	●
	Respect for Elders


	●
	●
	●
	Perseverance


	●
	●
	●
	Generosity


	●
	●
	●
	Regard for the natural 
	world
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	Shadiin Garcia, PhD, Educator 
	Shadiin Garcia, PhD, Educator 
	Advancement Council



	Closing
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	►
	►
	Exit Slips

	►
	►
	Certificates/PDU’s

	►
	►
	Self
	-
	scoring rubric

	►
	►
	Plan for Implementation 

	►
	►
	Final Thoughts/Questions

	►
	►
	Network of support

	Next SB 13 Tribal History/Shared History 
	Next SB 13 Tribal History/Shared History 
	Professional Development Event: Feb. 20, 2020

	Grand Ronde Education Summit 
	Grand Ronde Education Summit 
	-
	June 25 and 
	26, 2020

	Thank you for attending!
	Thank you for attending!
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